What Started With Videos Is Now So Much More!

For years, schools and districts have relied on Discovery Education Streaming for its vast library of trusted, vetted, standards-aligned videos. Over time, Discovery Education has continued to add new content, features, and services that support teachers and enhance learning for every student, in and out of the classroom.

With Content to Engage Every Learner

- Popular channels such as Magic School Bus, The Fixies, Outrageous Acts of Science, and Common Sense Education—as well as timely, relevant updates like Newsy, CheddarK-12, and NASA.
- Embedded support through closed-captioning, transcripts, text-to-speech, and native language support in service.
- Over 500 new media assets added every month that connect teachers to the latest updates, research, and news.
- 1000s of nonfiction text, audiobooks, podcasts.

With Tools to Create and Collaborate

An all-new Studio enables students and teachers to build interactive presentations, stories, and reports that align with Discovery Education’s award-winning content. Integrated chat and collaboration tools support remote and hybrid group projects. Embedded Studio Quizzes let teachers check for understanding.

Discovery Education also seamlessly integrates with SSO providers and Learning Management Systems, such as Clever, Brightspace, Google Classroom, Schoology, and Canvas.
Discovery Education Experience

Partners Get Even More

Discovery Education now offers exclusive content, channels, and instructional supports above and beyond what is available in Discovery Education Streaming.

Empower Teachers and Save Time with Ready-to-Use Lessons and Resources

Hundreds of ready-to-use instructional supports and student activities give teachers the support they need to bring Discovery Education content directly and easily into their lessons. These resources inspire curiosity around topics with student experiences, career paths, and self-contained lesson starters.

Professional Learning NOW

A robust collection of microlearnings provide 3-5 minute personalized learning sessions that seamlessly fit into a teacher’s busy schedule.

Access Exclusive Content

Phenomenal Science, a Discovery Education original series, showcases compelling natural science phenomena paired with instructional activities. Each short clip invites students to observe a phenomenon, ask questions, and use their science knowledge to explain what they see and predict what happens next.

Best of Interactives from Science, Social Studies, and Math Techbooks takes students on exciting, subject-based journeys, such as coding adventures with NASA, travelling the trade paths of Ancient Rome, and solving equations at a zombie luau.

Pre-built Studio lesson templates, many of which are built by our trusted educators, can easily be customized to serve teachers’ own instructional goals.

Meet the Needs of All Learners

Exclusive curated collections bring together content, ready-to-use activities, and embedded professional learning to give teachers the resources they need to reach all learners.

- Early Learners channel
- English Language Learners Center
- Learning at Home channel
- Social-Emotional Learning Center
- African American Experiences channel

Upgrade to the Discovery Education Experience today to lock in preferred pricing and early activation! Contact me to get started.

your.acsi.org/DiscoveryEd